The Snake
Story by Andrew Frinkle

Sally was a slithery snake.
She did not wear shoes.
She did not wear slippers.
She did not wear socks.
Sally had no feet!

Sally was a slithery snake.
Sally slid in the sand.
Sally slid under the sun.
Sally slid over stones.
Sally liked to slide!
What shall Sara do?

Sara shall swim in the sea.
Sara shall see the stars.
Sara shall slide down the slide.
Sara shall sit in her seat.
Sara shall sing a song.
Sara shall stare at the sky.
Sara shall sift some sand.

Sara shall do a lot of stuff!
Sara Shall

1. What shall Sara do ___ (choose the proper punctuation)
   A. B. ? C. ! D. ,

2. Where will Sara swim?
   A in the sea B in a pool C in a lake D in a pond

3. Sara shall _______ a song.
   A sing B read C cry D talk

4. Does Sara watch TV in the story?
   A Yes B No

5. Does Sara slide down a slide?
   A Yes B No
### Sara Shall

1. What shall Sara do ___ (choose the proper punctuation)
   - A. ?
   - B. !
   - C. ,
   - D. ,

2. Where will Sara swim?
   - A. in the sea
   - B. in a pool
   - C. in a lake
   - D. in a pond

3. Sara shall _______ a song.
   - A. sing
   - B. read
   - C. cry
   - D. talk

4. Does Sara watch TV in the story?
   - A. Yes
   - B. No

5. Does Sara slide down a slide?
   - A. Yes
   - B. No